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Full job description
Senior Digital Designer * Harris Street 21, Sydney, NSW, Australia * Full-time
Company Description At Saatchi & Saatchi we believe NOTHING IS
IMPOSSIBLE. We value FREEDOM, BRAVERY, IMAGINATION and
COLLABORATION. We solve business problems with world-changing ideas.
We dig for the truth, apply innovation & creativity, then execute to world-class
standards. Were results obsessed. Job Description Right now, we have an
exciting opportunity for a Senior Digital Designer to join our team in Sydney. In
this role you will be responsible for the conceptual and design output of the
digital and social department of the agency, delivering work for a variety of our
biggest clients. Collaborating with the Managing Editor and working with the
broader design, creative and production team, youll be able to work at pace to
ideate and craft the highest quality digital & social designs. Youll be an
optimistic, proactive problem solver, approachable, helpful, and able to
collaborate with designers and the wider team, who loves getting involved with
the culture of the agency and its people. Youll be responsible for: * Concept
and Design development of digital and social assets for various clients,
including but not limited to (social creative, digital display banners, landing
pages, microsites, websites, etc.) * Delivering brilliant concepts and ideas for
digital and social deliverables for some of Saatchi & Saatchis biggest clients. *
Leading the design aspect of large-scale digital projects, including
UX/wireframing, prototyping and design development of websites. * Presenting

Contract type
Permanent
Work type
Full Time
Job mode
Standard/Business hours
Work Authorisation
AUSTRALIAN CITIZEN /
PERMANENT RESIDENT

your work directly with clients and articulating your design rationale where
necessary, building a rapport with stakeholders at all levels. * Art directing
social media campaigns across our key clients. * Supporting and providing
mentorship to junior team members. Qualifications The person were looking for
is: * Highly skilled across the Adobe CC Suite - Design (mandatory), Editing &
Animation (nice to have) * Familiar with an agency environment ideally with
5+yrs agency experience in a Digital Designer role * Passionate about
creativity, design and digital media. * A digital native with a deep understanding
of designing for social and digital channels * Able to effectively manage their
own time in order to successfully deliver against project timelines. *
Approachable, helpful and ready for further career development in this role.
Additional Information What well offer you: * A creative, fun and rewarding
team culture where collaboration is key * All the benefits of being part of a
global network with a Wholeself program, Learning & Development
opportunities, flexible working and an industry leading parental leave policy *
Opportunity to work with a diverse workforce across the network * Confidential
24 hour support via our employee assistance programme Saatchi & Saatchi, as
a part of Publicis Groupe, believes that our people are our greatest asset. Our
people are chosen for their personalities, their ethics and professional qualities
without any exclusion, preferential treatment or discrimination. We are proud to
be an equal opportunities employer and do not discriminate by reason of age,
gender, gender identity, race, sexual orientation, nationality, religion or
disability or any other difference. We encourage applications from all qualified
individuals and will provide appropriate assistance for candidates with
disabilities or special needs throughout the recruitment process upon request.
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